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It’s been a busy Autumn. We’ve had two 
successful Super Sundays. Jo led her 
second one, and despite doing a full reccy 
with a few friends a couple of weeks 
before, didn't quite get the timings right 
and hadn’t factored in hungry bikers 
arriving an hour before lunch was served 
at the pub. That was a mistake not be 
made again.


As always we have to thank Nigel our 
Ride Coordinator for being back-up, and 
taking over the reins when Jo’s Sat Nav 
finally faded away. We’d also definitely 
agree with Gary: if you’d like to lead a ride 
but haven’t done it before, get in touch 
with Gary and / or  Nigel, you will be fully 
supported all the way, (I even got my 
routes loaded up on to my Tom Tom for 
me! - Jo)


We have been chatting with friends in 
LAM (London Advanced Motorcyclists) 
and swapping stories. They have 
introduced a recent initiative, which is to 
link all new associates with an 
experienced full member to be their 
mentor. This is in addition to their 
Observer and he/she will act as ongoing 
support during their time as an associate.  
Something to think about in ELAM 
perhaps?


As we are growing as a group we do want 
everyone to become involved. The AGM, 
to which all are welcome is on Tuesday 
1st March 2016 at 19.30. This is a chance 
for you to meet the committee, make 
suggestions and have your say. 


It looks like it’s going to be a full-on year 
for ELAM. The dates for Folembray are up 
already, (details in this issue and on the 
forum). Please let Julie at Eurotrax know 
as soon as possible if you are planning on 
coming. It’s well organised by Eurotrax in 
a lovely hotel, with great company and 
really good fun on the track. Some of us 
even arrange a few days on either side to 
make it in to a longer trip. Definitely an 
event not to be missed.


Jacqui has done an excellent write-up on 
her journey as a trainee Observer. This 
has already inspired Sara to take this on, 
and ELAM hope that there will be many 
other members keen to pass on their skills 
and knowledge to Associates, as we are 
always actively promoting the club to 
encourage bikers at any stage in their 
biking career to join us.


Finally, don't forget Jack Lilley Romford 
are putting on an exclusive Triumph 
evening for us in April. Hope to see you 
there.


Jo & Sara


Progression is produced quarterly. 
Submission dates for 2016 issues are: 

EDITORS’ WELCOME Jo Naylor & Sara Pauley

It’s always great to hear peoples’ stories, so start thinking about how you 
would like to contribute to your newsletter.  

APRIL JULY OCT
28/02/16 31/5/16 31/08/16



Figures for Thought 

Once a year, the IAM holds a Groups conference at which it passes on information about 
its plans and takes feedback about what Group officials think.


The 2015 conference took place in October at Aston University in Birmingham. Antony 
Carr and I attended on behalf of ELAM. In addition to the usual topics, the conference 
provided a chance to see the new Chief Executive, Sarah Sillars, and the incoming 
Chairman, Ken Keir.


Sarah has an impressive background in the motor industry, where she has clearly gained 
an excellent understanding of both the car and motorcycle industries. One very 
interesting point that she made was the link between increased numbers of PTWs 
(Powered Two Wheelers) and proportionately fewer PTW casualties, using information 
from the National Police Chiefs’ Council. 


One particularly interesting table showed European countries’ PTW fatality rates 
considered alongside the number of PTWs in use on their roads; those countries with 
more PTWs in circulation have fewer fatalities.


The figures support a point of view that many Advanced riders have been making for years: 
if more people rode PTWs instead or as well as driving cars, more would be aware of us, 
leading to a reduction in casualties. It’s important to note that it’s not just other road-users 
who would be aware; it’s also people such as highways engineers and road safety 
campaigners.


One particularly interesting table, reproduced on the next page, showed European countries 
‘PTW fatality rates considered alongside the number PTWs in use on their roads: those 
countries with more PTWs in circulation have fewer fatalities.


Piglet’s 
Perspective

From the chair - Paul Gillett 



Source: ACEM


Of course, it’s worthwhile bearing in mind that the table has lumped together all PTWs from a 
country into the same category. This overlooks the fact that crashes involving larger bikes are 
more likely to result in fatalities than those involving small machines. In the Netherlands, for 
instance, many of those PTWs will be low-powered mopeds, which are allowed in cycle lanes 
because they’re so slow. No wonder the NL accident rate is so low! Nevertheless, the overall 
story told by the table supports the argument that PTWs have a valid role to play in a country’s 
transport strategy; the greater the use of PTWs, the lower the accident rate.


At present, two groups of vulnerable road users have similarly high rates of accident per 
thousand kilometres travelled: cycles and motorcycles. However, safety measures aimed at 
improving cycle safety are seen as a good thing, By contrast, despite organizations such as the 
IAM and its groups providing ongoing skills development for motorcyclists, there is negligible 
investment in other motorcycle safety measures. 


Sara also showed a video from the MCIA (Motorcycle Industry Association) setting out  the case 
for PTWs becoming a greater proportion of UK traffic https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=IRTxUjhs0e4”, which she will be using in discussions with central and local Government. 


One of the roles of the IAM Chief Executive is to represent the Institute in Road Safety 
discussions with the Department of Transport. It looks as if we motorcyclists have an ally in the 
IAM’s new Chief Executive. It will be interesting to see how things develop over the next few 
years! 

Country Popula,o
n	  	  
(Million)	  

n	  PTWs	  /
1,000	  
inhabitants

PTW	  Share	  
of	  vehicle	  
stock	  

PTW	  fatality	  /
10,000	  circ.	  
PTWs	  

UK	   64 20 4% 2.91

FR	   64 39 6% 3.90

SI	   2 43 6% 2.71

PT	   11 47 8% 3.62

PL	   39 50 10% 1.96

BE	   11 66 10% 2.02

HU	   10 41 11% 2.00

DE	   81 72 11% 1.33

NL	   17 68 12% 0.66

AT	   8 92 12% 1.15

ES	   47 106 15% 0.85

CZ	   11 84 15% 0.91

IT	   60 142 16% 1.28

GR	   11 268 33% 1.03

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IRTxUjhs0e4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IRTxUjhs0e4


The Business of Running ELAM – Forthcoming Changes  

ELAM’s next AGM will take place in March. The formal announcement should be included with 
this edition of Progression. To save cost and the environment, the full papers for the AGM will be 
available on the ELAM website. Of course, if you still prefer paper, copies can be sent to you – 
just contact Steve Winter.


What the formal announcement doesn’t tell you is that this AGM will see some changes to the 
committee.


It’s good practice for an IAM Group to have a regular change of Chair so that it doesn’t become 
set in its ways, preventing new ideas from taking root. When I took over as ELAM Chair in 2014, I 
said that it would be for a maximum of three years. Unfortunately, my injuries after the accident 
earlier this year continue to prevent me from riding and I haven’t been able to be as active within 
ELAM as I would have liked. It is still too early to predict when I can again safely take to two 
wheels.


Moreover, whilst I remain unable to ride a bike because of those injuries, I have at least been able 
to keep up my coaching skills by observing on four wheels for a neighbouring car Group. For 
some time, they have had problems in finding a full complement of committee members and 
were seeking a new Chair; it has been suggested that my name be put forward for this role at 
their next AGM. 


The IAM prefers that one person does not chair two Groups at the same time. Consequently, I 
shall be standing down as ELAM chair at the AGM. Gary Allworthy has been proposed as my 
successor, subject to formal election at that meeting. The committee are already working to 
ensure a smooth transition. Gary has been appointed as Vice-Chair, ready to take over if I am 
unavailable.


ELAM’s Committee has a good spread of skills and have ensured that the Group continues to 
flourish, with an extensive programme of activities already planned for 2016. We hope that as 
members, you can look forward to another great ELAM year, with a smooth transition as Gary 
takes over as the new Chair.


Paul Gillett



NEW ASSOCIATES  

If new associates (or anyone in ELAM) would like to tell us more about themselves then 
contact us at:


progression@elam.org.uk

NEW FULL MEMBERS 
CONGRATULATIONS TO YOU BOTH ON PASSING YOUR TESTS

NEWBIES… A BIG  
WELCOME TO ELAM

Simon Bucknor

Sam SlatterAlex Berry

Sam Thoupos Lucien Mansell

Ben Fitch

Nick Giddings

Jens Full

Guy Derham Marc Meyer Stephen Backes

mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
mailto:progression@elam.org.uk


MONTHLY SOCIAL EVENINGS / CLUB NIGHTS 
These are always held on the 1st Tuesday of the  month, at Ilford Golf Club, so keep an 

eye on the calendar to see what’s on. Here’s a flavour of the last 2 evenings. 

MEET THE EXAMINER 

At ELAM we are always looking out for 
interesting guests for our regular first Tuesday, 
social evening. October brought us John 
Atkinson, an examiner who works north of 
London and has taken many ELAM associates 
for the advanced test.


John’s background is like many examiners that 
of ex police force. He does both car and bike 
tests and revealed that he does so because he 
likes it rather than for the money ( £20 for cars 
and £30 for bikes since you ask)


He gave us some advice as to how the tests 
are conducted and what the examiner wants to 
see. He suggested that the associate begins 
by asking the examiner “what they like”? This 
in terms of acknowledgement of signals and 
other foibles. John himself admitted to not 
being unduly concerned over a marginal speed 
over the limit when overtaking, but would be if 
the candidate consistently broke the limit, 
indicating a failure of awareness of  what  the 
limit was.


His brief would consist of emphasis on the four 
Ss (Safety, System, Smoothness and Sparkle).  
A legal ride showing progress, using throttle 
sense and positioning for safety where 
appropriate.


He was reassuring in that he admitted to 
“rooting for them” when testing associates. He 
wants to pass them , but this was tempered by 
a story he told of asking a more seasoned 
examiner, when he first started, as to when he 
should fail someone. The answer he was given 
was that he should consider whether he 
wanted that associate to be riding around 
displaying an IAM badge?


His final piece of advice was that if someone 
failed the test, he’d suggest they retake it as 

soon as possible so as not to lose the skills 
that had been built up in preparation.


We had a good turnout for the social, about  
20 in all with a sprinkling of associates and 

many more observers. A great opportunity to 
hear “straight from the horse’s mouth” about 
what to expect from the test.


Thanks to Jane for the cake, no ELAM event 
could take place without appropriate catering. 
Look out for further social dates, in 
‘Progression’ or on the Forum.


Marek Wiluszynski 

SAT NAV SURGERY


For those of you who didn't attend the 
Sat Nav clinic you missed a very 
informative evening. There were about 
20 members and associates chatting 
about our problems with Sat Navs, how 
to plan routes etc. It was also useful for 
members who haven't gone down the 
Sat Nav route yet as hopefully it made 
them a little less scary for the 
technophobes out there. I guess we all 
came away learning something, I know I 
did. 


Big thank you to Gary and Keith for their 
input and patience also an even bigger 
thanks to Jane and Jo for the lovely 
cakes supplied, mmmmmmm.


David Bussell 



Triumph Evening at Jack Lilley 

April 5th 2016 at Jack Lilley Romford Showroom, 
London Road, Romford, Essex RM7 9NB from 

6.30PM.


Your chance to test ride any of Triumph’s fleet of 
demonstrators for 30 minute test rides throughout 

the evening.


Find out the latest offers from Jack Lilley and 
browse their clothing & accessory ranges.


There will also be a prize giveaway and 
refreshments will be available. 


Details of how to book your test ride slot and exact models available will 
follow in the new year. 

www.elam.org.uk	  

www.jacklilley.com	  	  

http://www.elam.org.uk
http://www.jacklilley.com
http://www.elam.org.uk
http://www.jacklilley.com
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	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  SUPER	  	  SUNDAYS	  
Following the success of our Super Sunday 
events I’d just like to take this opportunity to 
thank all of the Ride Captains we’ve had this 
year including;


Rick Brown,

John Saffer,

Charlie Osborne,

Steve Silcocks,

Antony Carr,

Chris Cotter,

Jo Naylor,

Krzyzstof Korotko,

Dell Trainer,

Nigel Servini.

And for all you Tail-End-Charlies…...


Much love to you all, genuinely couldn’t have 
done it without your collective effort and I 
look forward to riding with you next year. If 
anyone else would like to lead a Super 
Sunday ride next year get in touch with me 
and we’ll get the ball rolling as I’m sure all of 
the members listed above will testify to, It’s 
not as daunting as you may think and we are 
always on hand to help out or give advice if 
needed. Dates are now on the calendar for 
next year and I’m sure together we can have 
an even more successful 2016 :-)


Gary Allworthy




Super Sundays, what a fantastic idea!  The 
opportunity for all of ELAM to come together 
once a month and do what we all love to do - 
go out riding together.

I was excited to see the weather forecast was for 
a bright and sunny day.  For once, they got it 
right, and we were treated to a fine day which 
encouraged about 20 of us to attend the full 
members ride.  Unfortunately it also attracted a 
few others two wheelers too - more on this later.

Steve Silcocks was our ride leader and the ex-
deputy sub editor and I volunteered to be tail end 
Charlie. Our destination was La Hogue Farm 
Shop in Newmarket.


We set off from Harlow McDonalds at 9.30 and 
wound our way through the back roads until we 
got to Hatfield Heath.  It was here that we 
encountered our two wheeled cousins, the 
BICYCLISTS... By the hundreds!!  I thought we 
had stumbled into Le Tour de France.  Did they 
not do their research and realise we had a Super 
Sunday ride organised?  Mile after mile we filtered 
past until they finally took a different route to us. 

“Yes”, I 
exclaimed,  
“finally we are 
rid of them.”


We continued 
our journey 
another mile or 
two, and then 
they appeared 
again. “Nooo”. 

They had taken a 
short-cut and headed us off at the pass. My 
depression didn’t last long though, as once again 
our paths differed and we were finally free to enjoy 
our respective days out.


Everyone was enjoying themselves. Anthony was 
really getting it leant over in the corners. At one 
point I think he even got his footpeg down. 
Meanwhile, Jimmy was struggling with the weight 
distribution on his bike.  The front end seemed 
wheelie light on occasion - Jimmy, you should get 
that seen to.


After what seemed like no time at all, we arrived at 
our destination in Newmarket.  


We sat down to enjoy our respective lunches.  
Some of us went for the healthy quiche and salad, 

but some of us 
took the 
opportunity to 
enjoy the lovely 
cakes that were 
on offer.   


The youngest 
member of 
ELAM - Evie, 
particularly 
enjoyed her 
desert!


Meanwhile, the 
two KTM 
sponsored riders 
in our group 
where doing 

their best to 
promote that particular factory.  As part of their 
contract, they must always wear the colour 
orange, and are only allowed to drink Lucozade!


After our lunch we prepared for our departure.  
Some of the group decided to make their own way 
back, and the rest of us headed to Finchingfield, 
via Long Melford.  


On the way back Brooke and I were surprised to 
see one of our group stop, do a U-Turn and head 
back towards us.  We stopped and asked what 
they were up to.  “I’m just going to kill a rabbit”, 
they said!  That’s not something you hear everyday 
I thought... what did the rabbit do?  Apparently it 
was a humane act, and not something this 
particular individual just did for kicks on a Sunday 
afternoon!  


After a short time, we reached our destination, 
Finchingfield. The sun was still shining so Brooke, 
Keith and I treated ourselves to an ice cream.  The 
perfect end to a great ride.  Thanks to Steve for 
leading an entertaining ride.  My only advice?  
Research when the Tour de France is on next time 
Steve!


SUPER SUNDAY 27TH SEP - FULL MEMBERS RIDE 
- by Charlie Osborne



 



Saturday Race 1 – Due to the number of 
incidents and fog in the morning delaying 
the start, the two races were combined in to 
one long race of 14 laps per class. 


41 EDIAsia Formula 400 bikes lined up on 
the grid. Despite a minor oil leak I qualified 
12th. Two places ahead of my brother–in-law 
Dan Jefferson who has returned to racing 
and if I’m honest is quicker than me – this 
time its personal!


Had a great start and nicked places when 
two of the leaders crashed at Graham Hill 
bend. The bike was running really sweet, 
despite being down on power to the more 
tuneable Kawasaki’s the wee Honda made it 
up in the corners, I finished a really 
enjoyable race in the top ten, which was a 
little ahead of target.


Sunday Race 2 – Nightmare. I made the 
rookie mistake of asking for ‘suspension’ 
advice prior to the race. Before I knew it I 
had ‘experts’ tweaking rebound, rake, ride 
height, damping and compression – my little 
rocket now handled like strawberry jelly. She 
had hardly any grip and couldn’t dig in the 
corners for drive. To compensate overnight I 
put a pin hole in the lilo Dan was sleeping on 
hoping to disrupt him. It worked as he was 
shattered the next day, but I lost 3 places on 
the last lap on the brakes of all things and 
finished 16 out of 39, 5 places behind Dan, 
some would say that’s karma LOL. 


Worse though my good mate, who was 
fighting for the championship was caught 
out in a crash at Druids, complete accident 
but ruined his title hopes. 


His disappointment was palpable as he left 
the scene.


Race   3 – Fantastic start from 16th, entered 
the 100-110MPH Paddock Hill bend 9th and 
held that position for maybe 6 laps. Better 
still my pace meant Dan in front was coming 
back to me on track. The rider between us 

took over Dan down the Cooper Straight. 
Dan turned round, sees me on his back 
wheel and nearly runs me off the track at the 
entrance to Clearways. This move ran him 
wide though; I powered under him, held the 
tight line and drove to the edge of the track, 
meaning he had to roll off the throttle or 
crash.  What can I say, family or not racing is 
racing!


I held that place and was pulling away – two 
laps to go and the bike starts to sound really 
loud, damn it, the lower exhaust had worked 
loose and for safety reasons I had to pull 
over – perhaps I can claim the morale 
victory, perhaps – okay maybe not


Phew, got through my whole update without 
mentioning the Rugby (Eh, Nigel) - Have a 
good month everyone! 

FINAL RACE OF THE SEASON 
BRANDS HATCH  2-4 OCTOBER 2015 
by Stephen Born



Hello all!


Basically I've always been into fun on two wheels. I had a brief stint 
at riding dirt bikes when I was younger, and then pushbikes which I ride day to day 
around London. I had a scooter ten years back that I loved but ended up being a bit 
slower than cycling in central London because I couldn't weave as well as I could on a 
pedal bike, so I sold it.


More recently in 2012 I was on holiday in Spain and saw an old FZR on the street that I 
became fixated with and ended up walking long routes everyday so I could look at it, so 
when I got back I booked a CBT and then did my full bike test a month later and passed 
my test late 2012. I then bought a 1992 FZR which I spent loads on doing up and used at 
the weekends for getting out of town and visiting friends and family around the south. 


Then I did a track day on it and that spurred a new interest in technical riding. I tried a 
few more track days but the poor old girl couldn't keep up (frying the reg rec and the 
battery amongst other issues) so Feb 2013 I bought a 2001 GSXR 600 which is my road 
bike now. I did a few more track days and decided to have a go at racing, so this year 
I've been riding an SV650 with the BMCRC race club at a novice level, and there's a few 
more days on dirt bikes and other fun mixed in around that. The road racing is too 
expensive unfortunately so I'll be trading the race bike in for an Enduro to hone my 
control skills offered over the winter.


So on to the IAM! I attended the Bikesafe course last summer which I found really 
interesting, so when I got the opportunity to sign up to IAM I jumped at it! The best rider 
is the one who is riding longest, right? I'll be moving out of central London to a bit further 
out of town next year and commuting on my bike so it's a perfect chance for me to get a 
head start in protecting myself from the unknown as much as possible. I think cycling in 
London every day has given me a good sense of how to ride defensively and try to 
anticipate other road users. Plus I like the idea of being trained to use my bike properly 
and get the most from it. And I'm really looking forward to the group rides - most of my 
mates ride old clunkers that are suited to riding between coffee shops more than zipping 
to the coast and back on a Sunday!


MEMBER INTRODUCTION   
- by Alex Berry



FOLEMBRAY 2016 - CHECK OUT THE ARTICLES AND PHOTOS FROM PREVIOUS ‘PROGRESSIONS ‘ TO 
SEE JUST HOW MUCH FUN CAN BE HAD ( AND IT’S NOT ONLY ON THE TRACK!!!) 

Dear Members and Associates,

 

Many of you have attended our annual weekend 
Circuit Based Skills training day at Folembray in 
Northern France.  This year will see us looking 
to repeat the success of previous years, we 
would love for you to join us there!

 

We are pleased to announce that the dates for 
next year’s weekend event have been released, 
now is the opportunity for you to check diaries 
and make sure the dates are available. 

 

Friday 29th July – Sunday 31st July 2016

Training day will take place this year on 

Saturday 30th July

 

We're offering you the chance to attend the 
2016 event and will keep the price the same for 
the 3rd year running, all you need to secure this 
price and your place is a deposit of £100 before 
31st January 2016.

 

The cost of the trip is £305.00 per rider, and this 
year we will also introduce a payment plan to 
help spread the cost a little

 

1st Instalment £100 – 31st January

2nd Instalment £100 – 31st April

3rd Instalment £balance – 30th June


We will again be using the Hotel du Golf (details 
are http://www.ailette.fr/An_index.htm) as our 
base, as this lakeside hotel is set in secluded 
grounds and also sports (excuse the pun!) a 
swimming pool, tennis courts and fitness 
facilities.  Additionally the traditional meal and 
prize giving on the Saturday night are hosted by 
the hotel in our own room exclusively for Elam 
Members.

 

We will travel out in groups on Friday 29th July 
by ferry (although travel by Eurotunnel can also 
be arranged should you so prefer) from Dover 
and travel to the Hotel Golf (situated between 
Laon and Soissons).  It is about 145 miles from 
Calais, with some stunning approach roads 
steeped in WW1 history; being not far from 
Chemins des Dames and also the site of the 
1914 Christmas Armistice at the Aisne Road. 
Return by Ferry from Calais to Dover on Sunday 

1st August 2016. You can extend your trip upon 
request to make the most of your journey to 
France, (no extra charge for return ferry crossing 
within 5 days, accommodation may incur a 
charge). 
 
As in previous years the price includes return 
ferry crossing, accommodation for 2 night’s on 
a shared room basis (single accommodation 
possible on a single supplement basis), with 
breakfast, guides to and from the circuit, circuit 
fees and on-track coaching.  A professional 
photographer will also be in attendance to 
capture your moments.  The award meal on the 
Saturday will be an extra cost and will be 
chosen from a new and extensive menu suitable 
to mark our celebrations. 

 

If you wish to be considered for this annual fun 
training event, please send an e-mail in the first 
instance to julie@eurotrax.co.uk (we are once 
again proud to have Eurotrax as our partners in 
this event), upon receipt you will receive 
booking forms and joining instructions and 
details of how to pay the deposit.  Also the 
payment plan above does not suit we can 
arrange something different. 

 

We do need minimum numbers of 40 riders to 
go ahead with the event so please confirm your 
attendance ASAP.

 

Finally we look forward to welcoming you to this 
very special event and raising a glass to 
celebrate this special event in France on the 
terrace by the lake!

 

Any questions please don't hesitate to ask Rob 
Connolly or Julie from Eurotrax 
 
For those that haven't attended before the 
event caters for All abilities in three groups, from 
experienced to cautious. Any road legal bike is 
fine from sports to cruiser and textile two piece 
clothing is allowed as well as leathers.

 

Julie Ballam   07527363683 or 01206210811 
julie@eurotrax.co.uk 
Rob Connolly         

membership@elam.org.uk

  

mailto:membership@elam.org.uk
mailto:membership@elam.org.uk


SO YOU THINK YOU MIGHT LIKE TO BECOME AN OBSERVER 
ELAM OBSERVER TRAINING WEEKEND  3RD - 4TH OCTOBER 

by Jacqui  Barnard


As with most ELAM meet ups the day 
started at a McDonalds, in Harlow. A 
group of 13 ELAM Observers  getting 
together for a training weekend which 
would involve riding, some chat, and a 
briefing at the destination hotel to 
communicate the latest developments in 
IAM world. The weather first thing didn't 
look too promising due to some heavy 
fog, a bit disappointing as for most of 
the preceding week we had enjoyed an 
Indian summer.


At McD's we were split up into groups of 
3, an Observer under training - OUT 
(that's me) and 2 fully fledged observers.  
The plan was we would each take turns 
to role play and ride out in front as an 
associate, with an observer following 
and  the person at back observing the 
observer.  Sounds complicated, but the 
outcome of the whole exercise was to 
learn from each other, what works, what 
doesn't, some shared tips and a work 
through the assessment and test check 
sheets for the National and Local 
observer qualifications. (More 
information about the qualifications is 
given in October's Progression 'The 
Future for IAM Standards').


Our final destination for the day would 
be the Premier Inn in Welwyn Garden 
City, with dinner at the Beefeater and an 
overnight stay. The aim was to get to the 
hotel around 6pm, we could choose our 
own ride routes during the day.


The fog started to lift a little and our first  
route took us up to the Four Wantz 
roundabout in Ongar, then on to the 
B184 to Fyfield lovely twisty roads, on 


through the Rodings and Easters then 
ending up at Finchingfield for a debrief 
and a large piece of cake with coffee at 
Bosworth Tea rooms. Not surprisingly 2 
other ELAM training groups were also 
there, a popular destination for bikers.


The sun started to break through the 
clouds. Next part of the ride I was out 
front and from Finchingfield I took us to 
Great Sampford, then through Saffron 
Walden and into Newport.  I wanted to 
get to Wendens Ambo but realised that 
we were going in the wrong direction so 
we stopped at a petrol station to consult 
the map, (yes one of the paper variety).  
Back into Newport in the right direction 
this time and eventually on to the B1039  
one of my favourite biking roads.  The 
roads were dry and the traffic light, and 
the sun was out, perfect.  We stopped at 
the  Silver Ball at Royston hoping for a 
late lunch, however it was shut.  Another 
debrief then plan B to go to the 
Whistling Duck at Bayford which would 
take us near to the hotel at Welwyn for 
the final part of our journey.


Arrived at the Whistling Duck around 
3pm along with another ELAM training 
group who arrived about 10 minutes 
later.  The car park looked pretty quiet.  
The cafe had stopped serving lunches, 
but they could provide us with afternoon 
tea.  All very posh with the crusts cut off 
the sandwiches, some scones with 
clotted cream and a selection of cakes 
and pastries with tea or coffee.  Another 
riding debrief, it wasn't all about the 
cake you know. 




Now on the last part of the journey to 
the Premier Inn, arriving around 5.30. 
Some groups had arrived back earlier 
and were loitering around the SBW 
Motorrad showroom, others were 
watching the Rugby World Cup or 
catching up with Strictly before 
dinner at 8.30


Don't ever doubt the dedication of 
the ELAM observers.  It was Kevin's 
birthday and wedding anniversary on 
the Saturday, and he opted to come 
on the training day!  A nice meal in 
the evening, with a few beverages 
and a chance to catch up and share 
the days experiences.


Up and ready next morning for 
breakfast at 9 am, then on to a 
meeting led by Rick and Marek who 
provided information on 
developments of the Local and 
National observer qualifications, 
training plans for the OUT's and any 
other business. It's not often that all 
the observers get together at one 
time, and the training weekend 
served its purpose to keep us 
informed, plan future events and 
provide us with an opportunity for 
discussion, and of course enjoy the 
riding which we did.


.......So you think you might like 
to become an Observer 

This is my experience of becoming a 
trainee observer after I passed my 
Advanced test in October of 2013.  
An assessed ride was put together 
by the Chief Observer Rick Brown for 
all the full members that had 
expressed an interest in becoming an 
observer. I turned up on a sunny 
Saturday morning in the summer of 
2014, with other potentials we were 
paired up with a qualified Observer 
on a one to one basis.  I was to ride 
out in front with the qualified 
observer behind, at the end of it I 
would be given an indication if I 
could progress to be an OUT.  


Not for me on the first run, I had 
some things on my ride to work on, 
and there would be another 
opportunity later for an assessed 
ride. Second ride in Autumn of 2014 
was successful, and I was invited to 
join the team as a trainee.




The Autumn Winter '14 course had 
already started, so I went along to a few 
Saturday and Sunday course runs and 
was paired up with an observer and 
associate to ride along as number 3 at 
the back.  This was invaluable as it gave 
me a 'taster' of what to expect.  At that 
point I could still opt out if I felt that 
observing wasn't for me.


My formal training started on the 
January '15 course.  I completed a 
registration form and submitted  the 
form to the IAM, who in turn sent this on 
to ELAM for approval. I was then 
assigned a mentor from the ELAM 
Observer team who would support and 
guide me through the training process.


On the first set of course runs I would 
listen to my mentor giving the briefings 
to the associate, and make a few notes 
to start to formulate a plan for my own 
briefings which I would deliver later in 
my training. I would ride at number 3, 
observing the associate and observer 
and make a few notes for discussion  
but not interject at this point.  


As time has gone on I can now deliver 
the briefings, and ride at number 2 but 
all still with my mentor or another 
observer with me. During the latter part 
of my training, I will go on course rides 
with a National Observer within the 
ELAM group and a 'run sheet' will be 
completed and submitted to the IAM to 
evidence my training and competency. 
Finally, when I am ready, I will have a 
test ride with the ELAM Chief Observer 
and a willing associate. If I am 
successful I will then be able to conduct 
observed rides on my own.  


I try to go along to all of the Saturday 
course runs, and where time allows 
some theory sessions and machine 
control days.  There is some reading 
involved, to assist with the briefings I 
make sure I am familiar with the IAM 
publication How To Be a Better Rider 
and Motorcycle Road craft.  To ensure 
the rides are Safe and Legal I have to 
know the rules of the Highway Code.


How much time you commit will depend 
on the individual but from my point of 
view the more I time I spend on the 
course runs the more I can progress my 
training.  I have the advantage that my 
other half is also an Observer with 
ELAM, so he understands the time 
commitment.  The only disadvantage 
with both of us Observing is that 
nothing gets done at home on the 'To 
Do' list. 


..finally I enjoy riding and taking on new 
challenges.  I want to give back 
something to the club that helped me 
through the test, the training keeps me 
in learning mode and  develops my 
riding,  I like to see associates improve 
with our encouragement and guidance.  
Hopefully, one day I will help an 
associate to pass the Advanced Test. 


Ask your Observer for details, or 
contact a National or Senior 
Observer, their contact details 
are listed on the back of 
Progression.



Five men and a woman set out on a mission to make the streets of Fulham safe for runners. In the 
pitch black darkness before dawn, a rolling pick up started in Herts and collected riders through 
London to the start at Fulham. 


It was the marshalling team provided by ELAM to help with the 10K race, the Vitality Westlife Run 
starting in New London Road.


What is Marshalling? This is what it entailed -


We had been briefed on the route by email and went out at 7.30 to check the roads for tricky turns, 
narrow cobbled streets and correct placing of cones.


Road closure notices were put up several days earlier but it is amazing how many people did not 
think that it applied to them. 


With individual radios linked to the organisers, we were able to report parked cars, insufficient signs 
or cones and reluctant, confused motorists going the wrong way. 


It was essential to get the route as “sterile” as possible with no leaks of traffic or pedestrians in the 
path of the runners.


There were 6 riders, Chris Gossop - leader, Antony Carr, Mike Coggins, Jane Kember, Geoff Walker 
and Dave Gallagher.


Two went off 5 minutes before the start followed, 2 minutes later, by another 2 with the final pair just 
in front of the timing car, which carries a big digital display showing the elapsed time since the start 
of the event.


The car was positioned just in front of the elite runner - a man much faster than the remaining 
group.


We rode at 5-10 mph - great slow control practice – ready to stop to sort any incident or feed back 
problems to control.


It was over in a hour but not without incidents.


Geoff witnessed an irate resident driving through cones, past a young marshall, a  few seconds 
before the timing car arrived. He caught it on his helmet camera and will provide the footage for the 
police who came to the scene. 


We were waiting at a well-coned junction when a taxi slalomed through and whizzed off down the 
road. I have never seen Antony turn his bike so fast and chase him. Definitely a man with a purpose 
and the man was duly chastised.


Several argumentative residents were forced to turn or back up closed roads but otherwise it was a 
smooth session.


If you want legally to go through red lights, go the wrong way up one way streets and be a bit bossy 
then marshalling is for you.


I have done it three times and, despite the crack of dawn start, have enjoyed being in the Group 
and involved in the fantastic organisation needed for a London Event.


     ELAM MARSHALLING ADVENTURE 15TH NOVEMBER 2015 -  
      By Jane Kember     



As the Valencian MotoGP is the last of the 
season, 10 of us decided it would make an 
exciting trip and a chance to catch some 
November Spanish sun as a bonus.


When we booked back in January we 
couldn’t have expected the drama to have 
unfolded in quite the way it did. Just to set 
the scene for those who don’t follow 
MotoGP, a couple of races prior, a rivalry was 
coming to a head both on and off track 
between Valentino Rossi (Movistar Yamaha) 
and Marc Marquez (Repsol Honda) and 
finally boiled over at the previous race where 
Rossi & Marquez had a coming together 
resulting in Marquez crashing out. As a result 
Rossi had a penalty imposed on him of 
having to start at the back of the grid for the 
last race (Valencia).


Now this is where it gets interesting because 
if Jorge Lorenzo (Movistar Yamaha) wins and 
Rossi comes 2nd then Rossi will win the 
championship, anywhere lower and Lorenzo 
takes the championship. So with Lorenzo on 
pole Rossi has his work cut out.


As the lights go green, Rossi makes a 
lightening start and takes half the grid in one 
lap and over the next few laps makes it up to 
4th.


So we’re halfway through the race with 
Lorenzo (Yamaha) in 1st, Marquez (Honda) 
2nd, Dani Pedrosa (Honda) 3rd and with Rossi 
(Yamaha) in 4th, 15 seconds behind the 3 of 
them. Rossi now needs his rival Marquez and 
Pedrosa to overtake his teammate Lorenzo 
to ensure he wins the  championship. So with 
5 laps to go we find ourselves (along with all 
the other Rossi fans) screaming for Marquez 
and Pedrosa to make a move on Lorenzo. 


Sadly Marquez didn’t make his move despite 
Pedrosa pushing up on Marquez. So 
Valentino’s 10th world title will have to wait for 
2016 season.


However that wasn’t to be the only 
excitement, we were there to cheer on Danny 
Kent in the Moto3 championship. Danny had 
to finish 12th or better (assuming his closest 
rival, Oliviera, wins). Danny qualified 14th and 
during the race steadily picked his way up to 
a comfortable 9th to become the first British 
Motorcycle Champion since Barry Sheene in 
1977.


So as you can see from the photos, we’d 
hedged our bets with our attire (drawing 
quite a crowd ourselves at times!!!). All in all 
we had a great experience and had loads of 
laughs over the 4 days with plenty of Hi-jinks 
including the infamous “Y-fronts in the 
shower” episode and the “who’s that 
mooning over the balcony” shenanigans, not 
forgetting the “why can’t Valencians make 
proper Paella” debate and lastly “how many 
courses will “he” eat tonight?”


Here’s wishing the best of luck to Rossi & 
Kent for the 2016 season, It’ll certainly be 
one to watch. 

VALENCIA MOTOGP  
- by Gary Allworthy
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In Ireland this summer there was 
only one dry, sunny week and we 
happened to be there on our 
bikes, it was great.    
By Sara Pauley 

Trip:            Ireland, September 2015

Duration:    6 days

Mileage:     1350

Riders:        Roisin, Phil, Jo, Sara and Malcolm.

Bikes:          Kawasaki Z800, Honda 1200 Cross-tourer, 
Triumph 675 Street triple, BMW  F800R, Honda CBF 

ELAM member Roisin from Kilbeggan organised 
a motorbike trip that started in her home town in 
mid Ireland and took us around the coastal roads 
of Northern Ireland from Dublin to Donegal and 
then cross country back to Dublin docks and a 
ferry home.


The weather really made it and for those who 
have toured Ireland you'll know it holds the 
charm and beauty similar to the north of Britain 
however the roads are pretty empty, drivers 
waved hello and gave way to us and elderly 
women at petrol stations marvelled at our 
machines.  I loved the welcoming and easy going 
attitude we met and I was happy that we found a 
heaving jolly pub with live music on any given 
evening - my 'want' for the trip.


It was a big deal for me, the first trip with 
Malcolm without the kids in 19 years.  I want to 
thank my oldest Barney (19) for looking out for 
Kasper (13) that week and for Ella (Jo’s daughter) 
for looking after both of them!  Maybe we can 
make it a regular thing??


Roisin's parents welcomed us wholeheartedly on 
our first evening, food, drink, marquee, dancing 
and extended family greetings at their 

home before we went to town for the first band 
in a pub night - a great start to the trip. 


The following morning Roisin's cousin Derek on 
his Triumph 800 Tiger lead our group ride for the 
first part of the journey towards the 

east coast before heading home, and thus began 
the joy of riding good long uninterrupted country 
roads.  We 
arrived at our 
destination, 
Newcastle 
Northern 
Ireland in good 
time and found 
a meeting 
place for local 
bikers that 
we'd heard 
about on the 
seafront.


A couple of 
local seasoned 
bikers 
recommended 
that we pick up the Causeway Coastal route 
from Belfast which would take us all the way to 
Londonderry (if we wanted) and we wouldn't be 
sorry as it was the best biking route in Europe (?) 


Jo & Malcolm’s pre ride 
rituals !



The next day we headed to Belfast and past the 
Titanic Museum (must go back to visit) and 
clearly signed was the coastal road, at which 
point the hazy weather broke out in sun as we 
settled into a stretch of road that hugged the 
cliffs of the coast with outstanding views across 
the sea where we could clearly see the Scottish 
coastline.  It was clearly a great route however 
there were also sections of uneven road surfaces 
which became the norm.  


We spent our next evening in Portstewart where 
the North West 200 takes place, an annual Irish 
road racing TT.  The town was quiet as we were 
outside of holiday and racing season but we 
took the opportunity to ride around the circuit.  
We were however in season for a huge golf tour 
and spent our second music in a pub night along 
with plenty of American golfers.


The following day, 
gloriously hot and sunny 
we visited Giants 
Causeway and Carrick-
a-rede Rope Bridge 
which were a ‘must’ and 
required a lot of walking 
and was the first time I’d 
been around crowds in 
Ireland.


Our journey that day 
ended in Ballymoney 
home of Joey Dunlop.  
A picturesque town with 
a massive Ducati 
dealership which sat 
next to Joey's Bar the 
Dunlop family run pub 
where you can sit with a 
pint alongside one of his racing bikes, full 
leathers and memorabilia behind glass cases. 

 


Just up the road you can, if you like, visit his and 
his brother Robert's memorial in the town 
garden.  It was both a touching display of what 
was lost for the family and the community and a 
place for visitors to worship the hero.  He was 
one of the most exciting riders to see blasting 
round the Isle of Mann TT when I was there 
several times in the mid 80’s. 


Siteseeing over 
with we headed 
out north east 
where the 
landscape was 
rugged and 
beautiful, 

our next 
destination was 
Malin Head the 
most northern 
point of Ireland 
and to get there we crossed two stretches of 
water by ferries.  


The tip of this part of land juts out to sea and the 
views were stunning and vast, a woman living 
nearby admired the bikes and hoped we enjoyed 
the experience of Malin Head as much as she 
did. 


 




From here we'd hoped to take another ferry from 
Buncrana to Rathmullan across a large part of 
the inner sea of that coast but it was closed until 
the following Spring.  So we headed off towards 
Donegal on the main highways visiting 
Glenveagh National Park en route.  


I had purchased a Tom Tom rider 400 
recently, and had the chance to get to 
know it by using it to lead our rides 
occasionally and I was delighted by its 
functioning and accuracy.  What  
impressed me too was that we could 
count on arriving at our destinations in 
good time - there was never any holdups - 
except for the next part of our journey.


Glenveagh National Park was the most remote 
part of our trip, we didn't see anyone for a couple 
of hours, the road surface became increasingly 
poor whilst the landscape and wilderness 
became increasingly impressive.  It was a slow 
journey that day and although at times the view 
took my breath away I was glad to meet solid 
Tarmac roads and a town for fuel and coffee.  We 
pushed on to Donegal it had been a long days 
riding and booked into a good hotel with space 
and comfort, and of course musicians at the bar 
and dancing in the evening.   


This was where the group divided and 3 of us 
were to head back the next day, giving us 24 
hours to journey home.I don't quite know how 
and why but the next day me, Malcolm and Jo 
having said goodbye to Roisin and Phil rode 
back home to London from Donegal in one 
stretch.  It was unanimous and we stopped a lot 
for food and drink but the pull to get back to our 
own bed (and family of course) was a driver.   I 
have to say that our decision to ride through 
Snowdonia National Park coming home (still 
sunny) blew us away - we've got all that great 
scenery on our side of the Irish Sea too!


What went well: 

Meeting twice to plan the trip in advance, group 
size (5) worked well.

Not planning accommodation in advance using 
booking.com. on arriving at destination, average 
£30 pp 

No problem finding accommodation with parking

Always found a cafe pub or restaurant open and 
serving good to great food, average £10 pp


What didn't go so well:

Underestimating the journey time to Holyhead 
(300 miles) I only just caught the outbound ferry.

Giants causeway was spoilt by hoards of people 
(don't go on a sunny day)

When you come off the A roads surfaces were 
often poor


http://booking.com
http://booking.com


Notification of Annual General Meeting 2016 

East London Advanced Motorcyclists 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN by order of the Group Committee that the Annual General 
Meeting of East London Advanced Motorcyclists (the Group) will be held at 19:30 on 
Tuesday 1st March 2016 at Ilford Golf Club, 291 Wanstead Park Road, Ilford, IG1 3TR, to 
enable the Trustees of the Group (Registered Charity No. 1062952) to present their Annual 
Report and Accounts for the year ended 31 December 2015 for approval by the Group 
Members and to conduct an election.


All Members, Associates and Group Friends are invited to attend but only fully paid up 
Members of both the Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM) and the Group (ELAM) may vote.


The following documents will be made available on the ELAM Forum no later than 1 month 
before the meeting:

•	 Draft Agenda

•	 Committee election papers and nomination form

•	 Draft receipts and payments for Financial Year ending 31st December 2015

•	 Minutes of the previous AGM held on 3rd March 2015


Note: Electronic distribution saves ELAM unnecessary printing costs. However, please contact 
the Group Secretary (address above) if you are experiencing difficulties with downloading or 
would simply like paper copies sent to you.


The following documents will be available at the meeting:

•	 Signed and audited receipts and payments for Financial Year ending 31st December 

2015


 http://elam.org.uk/forum/forum.php  (This takes you to the Forum home page. Sign in 
with your ELAM account and go to the “Committee” Sub-Forum.)

Secretary ’s	  
Name Steve	  Winter Date 1st	  December	  

2015

Address

23	  Carleton	  Road	  
London	  
N7	  0QZ	  
stephenwinter23@gmail.co
m

G r o u p	  
No. 7225

http://elam.org.uk/forum/forum.php
http://elam.org.uk/forum/forum.php
http://elam.org.uk/forum/forum.php
http://elam.org.uk/forum/forum.php
mailto:stephenwinter23@gmail.com


CONTRIBUTORS

ELAM would be nothing without the contributions of its members and Associates.  Thanks 
to all those who contributed to ELAM and to Progression this month.   

   Alex Berry      Charlie Osborne      Stephen Born

      Jacqui Barnard

Enjoyed reading their articles? Why not contribute too?


progression@elam.org.uk

     David Bussell      Sara Pauley

mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
mailto:progression@elam.org.uk


Got A Skill? Need Someone With A Skill? 
ELAM members are a pretty diverse bunch. You only have to look at the type of bikes that 
people ride to understand that! Mind you, that diversity is not only reflected in their choice 
of steeds. The more you get to know our members, the more you’ll realize the wide range of 
skills and abilities which we possess. 


That got the committee thinking how useful it could be for members to let each other know 
what they can do. This could be your trade or professional qualification; it could be 
something you do in your remaining spare time. Whatever it is, the Forum will be your 
opportunity to let others know.


Similarly, we all need to find someone with a particular skill from time to time, so it would be 
helpful to know that a fellow ELAMite has just the qualifications that we need.


We’re therefore going to add a Skillshare section to the Forum. In most parts of the Forum 
discussions can develop or go off at a tangent, often bearing little resemblance to the 
original posting. That could make it difficult to find someone’s posting. Skillshare will be 
moderated so that members can only post their capabilities or needs; no subsequent 
discussion threads will be possible. Instead, members can use the Personal Message facility 
to contact one another.


Look out for ELAM Skillshare, coming to the Website any day now!


How are your powers of persuasion? 
The Group has many great ways of getting messages out to our members. There’s the 
newsletter, the forum, mailchimped emails and now, texts.  However, we’re not so good at 
spreading the message about ELAM to outsiders. We have the website, and can get 
leaflets from the IAM with our details pre-printed on them, but that doesn’t necessarily get 
our name noticed by the general public, so the committee are looking for someone to 
manage ELAM’s Press and Publicity.


If you reckon you could help raise our profile using marketing tools such as traditional 
media (leaflets / posters / local press and radio) as well as social media (Twitter / 
Facebook / This week’s New Thing), we’d love to have you on board. You may have even 
better ideas for what we could do. If so, have a word with any committee member (details 
elsewhere in Progression).
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UPCOMING EVENTS - GET INVOLVED

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH
Tuesday 5th


Club Social Night

Tuesday 2nd


Club Social Night

Tuesday 1st


AGM

Sunday 10th


Machine Control Day 
at North Weald airfield

Saturday 6th


Saturday course A/16 
Observed ride Run 2

Saturday 5th


Saturday course A/16 
Observed ride Run 4

Thursday 14th


Theory 1

Thursday 11th


Theory 3

Sunday 13th


Sunday course 01/16 
Observed ride Run 5

Sunday 17th


Sunday course 01/16 
Observed ride Run 1

Friday 12th - Sunday 
14th


Excel Motorcycle 
show

Saturday 19th


Saturday course A/16 
Observed ride Run 5

Saturday 23rd


Saturday course A/16 
Observed ride Run 1

Sunday 14th


Sunday course 01/16 
Observed ride Run 3

Tuesday 22nd


Committee Meeting

Tuesday 26th


Committee Meeting

Saturday 20th


Saturday course A/16 
Observed ride Run 3

Thursday 28th


Theory 2

Tuesday 23rd


Committee Meeting

Sunday 31st


Sunday course 01/16 
Observed ride Run 2

Sunday 17th


Sunday course 01/16 
Observed ride Run 4

http://elam.org.uk/forum/

Please note that social rides have now been added to the calendar 
as placeholders, but will require a full member to volunteer to lead 

the ride for it to go ahead.  Please look at the forum for more 
details closer to the date of each ride.

http://elam.org.uk/forum/calendar.php
http://elam.org.uk/forum/calendar.php
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IT PAYS TO BE A MEMBER OF ELAM...

COMPANY OFFER NOTES

Ultimate Ear custom ear 
plugs

10% of Tell them you are a member of IAM / ELAM


h t t p : / / w w w . u l t i m a t e e a r . c o m /
motorcyclist.php 

Motorcycle Tyres, 
Romford

10% off Tell Mark you belong to ELAM 


www.motorcycletyresuk.com/


Eskeez 10% off for IAM http:/www.eskeez.co.uk 

MCT - Suspension ?? Tell them you know Charlie Osborne and you 
might get lucky!

www.mctsuspension.com/


Infinity Motorcycles 10% off At New Oxford and Portland Street branches


www.infinitymotorcycles.com/


Firstline Motorcycles ?? Mention ELAM at Arnos Grove - Talk to Jane 
Kember


https://www.1stlinemotorcycles.co.uk


Look at these great deals we get as ELAM members.  If you know of any that we 
have missed or ones that are out of date then get in touch and tell us.  

Let’s try and fill the page... 

http://www.ultimateear.com/motorcyclist.php
http://www.motorcycletyresuk.com
http:/www.eskeez.co.uk
http://www.mctsuspension.com
http://www.infinitymotorcycles.com/
https://www.1stlinemotorcycles.co.uk
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Club Nights - Ilford Golf Club, IG1 3TR  

Entrance off Wanstead Park Road, through 
wrought iron gates, set back between row of 
houses.  Press button on column on right hand 
side to open gates.  Follow road to golf house 
where there are parking spaces


A great way to get to know fellow ELAMites, have 
fun and even learn something!


Starts at 19.30

Theory Nights - St. Francis Hall, 
Hawkwood Crescent, Chingford, E4 7RS  

Mandatory training for new associates.


Starts at 19.30


Snacks and drinks available for a small 
contribution.

Machine Control Day - Northern 
Showground, North Weald Aerodrome, North 
Weald, Epping, CM16 6AA  

Essential machine control techniques for new 
associates and members who need a refresh.


Starts at 9.00


Donations to ELAM invited to defray the cost 
of hiring the venue and providing refreshments.
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Please help support ELAM 
by contributing to progression 

progression@elam.org.uk 

ELAM 

Through its affiliation 
to the Inst i tute of 
Advanced Motorists, 
ELAM is able to offer a 
q u i c k , s i m p l e , a l l 
inclusive package that 
p ro v i d e s y o u w i t h 
everything become an 
advanced motorcyclist. 

We like to think that 
E L A M i s d iffe re n t . 
Tha t ' s why we a l l 
belong to it and why 
we're so enthusiastic 
about it. We don't mind 
what bike you ride or 
w h e t h e r y o u ' r e a 
courier or a stock 
broker, our motto is, 

"it's not what you ride, it's the
way you ride it that matters".

For all Associates who are advised that they are “ready for test” by their 
allocated Observer, you should contact the following National and Senior 
Observers to arrange a Check Test.


VIEW FROM 
THE BACK 

rick.brown@elam.org.uk

paul.gillett@elam.org.uk

marek.wiluszynski@elam.org.uk

paul.gardner@elam.org.uk

POST TEST ARRANGEMENTS
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